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1. Introduction

The computations performed in surveying tasks require a proper computer application to be executed. We have a choice here either to buy a commercial program performing needed computations or to build an independent application. We can also use a default database supporting program and combine a system filling the surveying data with a computation module that gives a full capability of individual specifying the details of the computations performed as well as the method and range of presentation of their results.

A properly designed database allows to build a complementary application able to execute any tasks, from the simplest computations to complex analyses. It is us who decides what functions should be realized by the application.

The commercial programs available nowadays at the market present the final results and often do not offer any view into indirect results that can be indispensable data for making an analysis, especially when any computation problems occur. If we build our own application in a form of a database with a computation module we can design it in a way that allows to present the indirect results at any stage of computations.

An application performing the computations we need can be created in many ways. We can design it from a scratch, using existing software-developing tools such as C++, Delphi, Java, Visual Basic (VB) or others. We can also use the popular database management system MS Access. Besides its wide possibilities in managing the surveying database the application includes components that allow to write procedures and combine them into modules with the use of Visual Basic for Applications language (VBA). This gives a possibility of building a complete application for a given group of computation tasks.
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Below is presented an example of building a computational application for varied surveying constructions with the use of geodetic database and the VBA language.

The development of hardware influenced on the programming languages development; from low level language (assembler) to the high level ones (mostly C++). At this moment they are less complicated, include many facilities and are more friendly for normal computer users.

The Basic language exists since 1963. First it was a very simple programming language for beginners. A break-through occurred with launching the Visual Basic 1.0. At the same time the Microsoft Windows operational system was introduced. VB became a visual language in which many programming procedures were executed through graphical arrangement of objects on the application window (form). It did not require writing long source codes defining a proper appearance of the application. In VB a programmer could quickly build a fully working application, taking advantage of a graphic user interface. Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is a programming language based on VB, implemented in the MS Office applications and many others (including AutoCAD). This version of Visual Basic conduces mostly to automation the work with files through macro commands. The main difference between VB and VBA is that the latter does not allow to create independent complex applications of exe type. The code of a program written in VBA is always placed in a file created by a program supporting VBA – for example in a.mdb or.accdb file of the MS Access database. Such a program requires an executable environment i.e. an application handling the given document type to be installed on the programmer’s computer.

2. Building an Event-Type Application
   (Programme Form and Code)

   An application realized in VB language consists of two parts:
   - graphic user interface, or a system of a window called a form and controls assigned to this window; in easy tasks instead of the form single controls can be used, mostly buttons;
   - code of the application, containing procedures with series of instructions to be executed.

   Applications built within VB or VBA are event-type programs. That is, a procedure is triggered if an appropriate event occurs. As an event should be regarded user activities such as: clicking a mouse button, pressing a proper key, marking with a cursor etc. Events can be also connected with external devices (for example some measuring apparatus) or with time. Occurrence or non-occurrence of an appropriate event conditions the order of the code execution. That is why a proper order of events is crucial in programming.
If an event is to trigger a wanted reaction, such as executing a line of instructions, it must be connected with a particular control in a form (or in other Access object) of our application.

The procedure of event management has the following syntax:

```
Private Sub Object_event (optional parameters of the procedure)
...
‘list of instructions assigned to the object and event
...
End Sub
```

As it is shown above, the name of a procedure consists of names of the object and the event assigned. It can also include parameters connected with the object type and event type. Headers of the procedures are generated automatically by VBA.

A procedure is a very important element of an application; if any code is to be executed, it must be placed in a procedure. This is the smallest code part that can be launched independently from other code parts.

A module consists of one or more procedures as well as a declaration section, where declarations common for all the module’s procedures are put.

A project contains all modules, forms and other objects of the document’s parent application and the document itself.

The VBA environment implemented in MS Access is very complex; it consists of many windows allowing to build applications (Fig. 1). The most important windows are:

- Project explorer window – contains all elements of our base and complementary application.
- Properties window – shows current properties of all characteristics for a control activated in the project window. In this window one can modify properties of chosen characteristics for an active control. If needed, the characteristics can be also changed from the code level in time of executing particular procedures.
- Code window – contains created procedures and declarations of our project.
- Windows that support the process of testing and investigating errors (watches, locals and immediate).
- Project of the appearance is realized (not like in VBA within Excel or in VB) as one of the access objects (form type) in which one can design the view of the application (or its parts) in graphical mode (Fig. 2).
- Toolbox window – contains a list of available controls (elementary objects) used in form projecting mode. Also properties window is available for this mode (Fig. 3).
Fig. 1. The environment of code execution for a complementary application in VBA

Fig. 2. Database window for objects of form type, where creating and modifying forms for database and complementary application is possible
3. Creating Event Procedures

Technique for writing event procedures is quite simple and requires medium programming level. To create an event procedure for chosen control from a form one has to follow these steps:

1. Launch Visual Basic Editor.
2. In the project window choose an appropriate form for which the event procedure is to be created. Code window for the chosen spreadsheet will appear.
3. In code window, from object drop-down list choose a control for which a procedure will be created. On choosing a control MS Access automatically creates a spreadsheet of a default event procedure. For most of controls a default event is click (clicking a mouse button).
4. Other than default event can be chosen from event drop-down list (right top of code window). It contains all possible events for a control chosen. On choosing a particular event an appropriate spreadsheet of an event procedure is created.

To add a control to a form one has to pick it from toolbox window with a mouse cursor, place it in a form and define its size and position using mouse and graphical mechanisms of Windows environment. In properties window one can change properties of particular characteristics for a chosen control.
VBA has an error control inbuilt. Errors can be of several types:
- Editing text errors can be omitted by thorough checking of the text written. These errors are not seriously bad for an application's work.
- Compilation errors make compilation of an application impossible. They come from improper syntax of declarations or instructions, or mistaken identification of particular elements of the program.
- Execution errors appear during executing an algorithm. To prevent them specific securities (error traps) should be used during writing the code. Message box with error type signalization is used very often (Fig. 4).
- Logic errors are the most dangerous, for they cause incorrect computation results while the program seems to be working properly. They are also the most difficult ones to detect, for there is no messages that would report their occurrence. Improperly constructed algorithms are usually the cause of logic errors.

Unfortunately, compilation process support and application testing in VBA implemented into MS Access is vaguely limited compared to the VBA version within MS Excel or to the VB.

When undertaking to build an application, one should have a very thoroughly defined expectations concerning the aims of the application, as well as pre-
pared and tested algorithm of the proceedings to gain the aim. To prepare the application to compute one has to design proper structures, within which the data will be stored (and also reserve proper memory resources for the data).

4. An Exemplary Application
Designed to Execute Surveying Computations
(Including Adjustment the Surveying Networks)
with the Use of Database

Every person acknowledged with basics of programming is capable of building, with the help of VBA, an application that can execute any surveying computation processes. Of course, to build such an application, the knowledge concerning the task itself is indispensable; one must know the algorithm solving the problem in case. The illustration given in this paper is the application complementary to the Geodetic Database, called “Geodetic computations” (“Obliczenia geodezyjne”). It allows to execute basic surveying computations and to adjust networks, including horizontal networks according to the least square method of adjustment algorithm.

The application gives access to various elements of the computations. The main rule is a free choice of points (proper coordinates) from a database resources, or possibility of entering coordinates independent from the database resources (Fig. 5). This regards also other elements, for example observations.

Fig. 5. Application’s main window – it lists types of possible computations
An example of basic computations can be computing an azimuth. The algorithm in this case is obvious and does not need a presentation. Computations on the azimuth form are presented on figures 6 and 7 shows the algorithm of the procedure that chooses a proper point from database resources (from the “Points” [“Punkty”] table, which contains coordinates). The choice is made by indicating a point from a drop-down list. Indicated point is automatically loaded into according cells on the form.

**Fig. 6.** Computing azimuth for coordinates chosen from the list

**Fig. 7.** The code window containing the procedure for choosing a given point from the list (as a starting point for the azimuth calculation)
More complex forms and, of course, procedure codes, are needed for the network adjustment. Our example will be the surveying network adjustment computation.

The basic formulas used in this program are listed below:

– Observation weights:

\[ p_i = \frac{1}{m^2}. \]

– The system of correction equations is generated using the following relation:

- for linear observations:

\[ w_i = dD_i + D_{approx} - D_{measured}, \]

where:

\[ dD_i = \begin{vmatrix} dx_p & dy_p \\ -\cos A_{p-K} & -\sin A_{p-K} & dx_K & dy_K \end{vmatrix}, \]

\[ P \quad \text{starting point}, \]
\[ K \quad \text{ending point}, \]
\[ D_i \quad \text{observation measured}, \]
\[ w_i \quad \text{distance correction}, \]
\[ D_i^0 = \sqrt{dx^2 + dy^2} \quad \text{approximated distance}, \]
\[ A_{p-K} \quad \text{azimuth for the side measured}, \]
\[ dx_p, dy_p, dx_k, dy_k \quad \text{partial coordinates}; \]

- for angular observations:

\[ v_i = d\alpha_i + \alpha_{approx} - \alpha_{measured}, \]

where:

\[ d\alpha_i = \begin{vmatrix} dx_L & dy_L & dx_p & dy_p & dc & dy_c \\ A_L & B_L & -A_p & -B_p & -(A_L - A_p) & -(B_L - B_p) \end{vmatrix}, \]

\[ \alpha_i \quad \text{observation measured}, \]
\[ v_i \quad \text{angle correction}, \]
\[ \alpha_i^0 \quad \text{approximated angle}, \]
\( A_L, B_L, A_r, B_r \) – gradients respectively for the left (L) and right (P) arm of the angle:

\[
A = \frac{\Delta x}{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2} \cdot p, \quad B = \frac{\Delta y}{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2} \cdot p,
\]

\( dx_L, dx_C, dx_P, dy_L, dy_C, dy_P \) – partial coordinates.

- The correction equations in the matrix form:

\[
V = A \cdot x + w.
\]

- The solution of the system of standard equations:

\[
(A^T \cdot p \cdot A) \cdot X + (A^T \cdot p \cdot w) = 0,
\]

\[-x = (A^T \cdot p \cdot A)^{-1} \cdot (A^T \cdot p \cdot w),
\]

- Computation of adjusted coordinates:

\[
X_i = X_i^0 + dx_i,
\]

\[
Y_i = Y_i^0 + dy_i.
\]

- Basic analysis of accuracy:

\[
m_0 = \pm \sqrt{\frac{[p \cdot v \cdot v]}{n-u}},
\]

\[
\text{cov}(x) = m_0^2 \cdot (A^T \cdot p \cdot A)^{-1}.
\]

For the algorithm presented above there is created a code that allows to adjust a network. The results can be displayed on a computer monitor in a window. The application gives options of saving the results as text files in a chosen format and with freely indicated range. The adjustment itself can be executed with an appropriate module of a complementary application (internal) or with an external tool (for example an adjusting application built with VB). The way of executing the adjustment is chosen by indicating a proper option from the list at the start of computations. An exemplary window with an application thus realized is shown on figure 8.
The module that executes the surveying network adjustment consists of properly organized procedures and functions, mutually connected with regard to various relations, thus making the adjustment calculation with appropriate checks possible. Figure 9 shows a fragment of the module, containing a code of a procedure of adjustment options choice and a procedure of external application choice. The adjustment results are displayed on a monitor and saved into text files (Fig. 10) for a presumptive further use. The coordinates of adjusted points can be added to the database resource; as new points or as actualized values of coordinates and errors of points already stored.

**Fig. 8.** The surveying network adjustment window – an external application has been chosen to execute the adjustment

The module that executes the surveying network adjustment consists of properly organized procedures and functions, mutually connected with regard to various relations, thus making the adjustment calculation with appropriate checks possible. Figure 9 shows a fragment of the module, containing a code of a procedure of adjustment options choice and a procedure of external application choice. The adjustment results are displayed on a monitor and saved into text files (Fig. 10) for a presumptive further use. The coordinates of adjusted points can be added to the database resource; as new points or as actualized values of coordinates and errors of points already stored.

**Fig. 9.** Window with the code executing the surveying network adjustment (a fragment)
5. Summary

Using Visual Basic for Applications language for building applications gives many advantages. Building with the help of MS Access allows to combine two functions: building and managing a database with field data and measurement results recorded in any system of tables, and executing various computations, including network adjustments. The project can be extended (enhanced with additional functions) with no limits. It allows to view indirect and final results in any chosen form. It also allows to add the results to the database resources.

We bear no additional costs except for our labour time (assuming we own MS Office suite).

Some drawback, in comparison to building an application with the use of VB, is a bit modest error support in the VBA version implemented into MS Access.

It is recommended to use test files in the process of computations. These files, created during the process, are of high utility. They are very suitable and friendly to be viewed and edited and can be also used in other applications. Especially easy and suitable can be cooperation with AutoCAD, which is also equipped with a VBA implementation.
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